Box 1:

Folder 1: Query letter for *Fruit Fields in My Blood*, originally titled “Blowing down the Road,” 1982, and subsequent letters from Paul Wilderson at University of Nebraska Press; notice that Paul Wilderson has left U. of N. Press and manuscript is returned; subsequent letters with James Heaney of University of Idaho Press (which eventually published the book, and with Paul Wilderson (who continued to advise). Also, rejection letters for *Fruit Fields in My Blood*, dated 1977 to 1988.

Folder 2: *Fruit Fields in My Blood*, publicity and reviews

Folder 3: Published clips related to fruit picking and migrant workers

Folder 4: *Shared Sorrows*, publicity and reviews

Folder 5: Photos and photocopies from *Shared Sorrows*

Folder 6: Oral history transcript and translation from *Shared Sorrows*

Folder 7: Published clips about Gypsies/ Holocaust/ related to *Shared Sorrows*

Folder 8: *Lemon: A Global History*, publicity, reviews and related

Folder 9: *Lemon*, photocopy illustrations, photos

Folder 10: Personal letters about books; letters from Ella Lyman Cabot Trust, which gave grant for initial project of interviewing Sinti and Roma in Germany

Folder 11: Book proposal for “Together and Apart: Gypsy Families in America”

Folder 12: Published essays and other clips

Folder 13: Thesis (Western Washington University), “In the Rain One Sees No Tears: A Gypsy Family Remembers the Holocaust

Folder 14: Notebooks from trip to interview Roma and Sinti in Germany, 1993

Folder 15: Sketchbooks from the 1970s

Folder 16: Photos and Negatives from 1970s at U of I